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Scandinavian Inspirations



Lucja Kalkstein
Eryk Sp. z o.o.

1st place

It is very Scandinavian to keep
things simple and keep them
unchanged – like these colourful
traditional beach cabins on the
small Danish island of Ærø

Ærø, Denmark



Katarzyna Szota
Embassy of Sweden

2nd place

The sculpture AINSA IV by Jaume
Plensa is part of Sculpture in Nature
– the permanent outdoor exhibition
at Artipelag – a venue for art, set on
Värmdö in the Stockholm
Archipelago. The works can be
seen along the walking paths in the
surrounding forests and meadows,
along the shores and at the
entrance.

Värmdö, Sweden



Joanna Lipowczan
Skanska S.A.

3rd place

Kungsleden (King's Trail) runs
through the most beautiful
mountain scenery of Sweden

Kungsleden, Sweden



Anna Dziublinska-
Walczuk
Danske Bank

Slow life and simple things like
sunrise by the lake and a cup of
coffee or walk in the forest and and
enjoying peace and quiet when you
can relax just watching the lake, no
matter the weather.

Spychowo, Poland.



Joanna Suszczyk
Willis Towers Watson Polska

Kragerø, South of Norway,
Fiskesuppe with the view. 
Stunning views, healthy sea food
and sauna are the typically
Scandinavian things. Eating
outdoor,  in the beautiful
Scandinavian nature, it is one of the
most fantastic thing to do in the
Nordic countries.

Kragerø, South of Norway



Jolanta Wilkońska
Handelsbanken

Seltún - the colourful Geothermal
Area at Krýsuvík on the Reykjanes
Peninsula in Iceland.

 Reykjanes Peninsula in Iceland 



Piotr Jackowski
DZP

"I Storm og Stille (In Storm and
Silence)" - Christiansø marina,
Denmark. The photo is dedicated to
Holger Drachmann, the author of "In
Storm and Silence", one of the most
popular Danish poets.
Holger was sent to Bornholm and 
 Christiansø to learn to paint. He
certainly had the opportunity to
watch fishermen returning from
catching herrings;

Christiansø marina, Denmark



Malgorzata Zielińska
Kinnarps Polska

Rauma River, Grindøybrua
Trollstigen Norway.

Rauma River, Grindøybrua
Trollstigen Norway.



Mateusz Płoszaj-
Mazurek 
Bjerg Arkitektur Polska

The picture shows serene
neighbourhood in Copnhagen. The
modern architecture, public space
and water together create inspiring
atmosphere. January 2020

Copenhagen, Denmark



Agnieszka Gadomska
Danske Bank

Stonemen or trolls turned into stone
upon exposure to the sunlight –
Briksdalsbreen, Norway

Briksdalsbreen, Norway



Soren Olsen

Cushman & Wakefield Polska

Small boy greeting a group of
kayaks coming through
Copenhagen Harbour which
arguably is the cleanest harbour of
any major city in Europe. This has
transformed how the citizens of the
Danish capital can enjoy the
waterfront (and swim in the
harbour) – an inspiration to many
other cities in Europe.

Copenhagen, Denmark



Jarosław Skrzyniarz
Kinnarps Polska

White Nights on Nordkapp in
Norway's northernmost continent in
a different perspective. The world is
so small.

Norway, Nordkapp



We would like to thank all generous
sponsors for great prizes


